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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Wireless around the Eaton-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Eaton-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE in the
status



Interface-switch for PD/PC

You have to work with more PLC-devices, but no pleasure to switch on/off? No problem,
you connect a device of the AG-Switch-family to the PLC-devices and your PD/PC and
you will be able to communicate to both PLCs. The selection which PLC you make for
AG-Switch-I via toggle switch and for the AG-Switch-II via 24V-controll input.

Protection of data areas in the PLC

You have in your facility machinery with complex program structures and want to prevent
that the users do not change comprehensible content? No problem, with the S7-firewall
you can assign specific data fields to each user or even generally protect certain data areas
in the PLC.



Setting the PLC time

Summer-/winter-time switching, yet this buzzword is one term. Always in March and
October the problem of time-change to the PLCs of their plant(s). Capture the controllers
in the "S7-PLC exact time synchronization"-tool and automates setting the time in the
controllers.
 No change on the PLC-program necessary!
 Whether MPI/Profibus via S7-LAN or Profinet!

Extend MPI/DP-bus over network or convert to network

MPI/DP communication between two S7-300/400 controllers on the same bus
 - a control is relocated spatially:
 2x S7-LAN with activated X_PUT/X_GET module, the data is transported between the
modules via the network.
 - a control is replaced by a PN control:
 1x S7-LAN with activated X_PUT/X_GET module and the received-data are transferred
automatically to the configured PN-PLC via PUT/GET.



PLC-data in Excel-readable file

Save your PLC content, production-data in a file on your PC. This file, a CSV- or
XML-file (depending on the license), can then be used e.g. further processed with Excel.
 A file that includes all configured variables in an infinitely-long list with a suitable
time-stamp, either controlled by the PC or via a PLC-trigger (depending on the license).
No matter which Siemens-control, as soon as a network-connection is available, nothing
stands in the way of recording.
 With S7-LAN for PPI, MPI or Profibus or S5-LAN++ for S5-controllers, PLCs without a
network-connection can also be addressed and recorded. And depending on the license are
several parallel connections possible.

Couppling ProfiNet to MPI/DP inclusive WIFI-interface

Wired or wireless communication (WIFI) via the same adapter with the respective control
Devices from the BRIDGE-family always connect a wired-network with a
wireless-network (WIFI) and a specific PLC-interface. This gives you access to the
directly connected controller via WIFI (with S7 to the entired bus) as well as to the wired
Ethernet. Of course also from wired Ethernet to WIFI and control/bus.
 Always connected to each other, all made possible by the devices of the BRIDGE-family.


